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SAP Cloud Identity Access Governance

SAP Cloud Identity Access Governance (IAG) is the SaaS solution provided

by SAP for managing access risks and SoD controls from the cloud, for both

SaaS business applications and a range of on-premises services. It covers

areas such as Access Analytics, Role Management, Access Requests,

Access Reviews, and Privileged Access Management for these

environments. SAP Cloud IAG can run independently of SAP Access

Control, but also integrates neatly with that solution.
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1 Introduction

SAP security and GRC (Governance, Risk & Compliance) are getting more and more important for many of

today’s organizations. While traditional systems like HR (Human Resources), ERP (Enterprise Resource

Planning), CRM (Customer Relationship Management), SCM (Supply Chain Management) or BW (Business

Warehouse) are at the core of fundamental business processes, the move towards SAP S/4HANA, Big Data

and cloud solutions introduces another, either parallel or integrated, pillar of technology.

Ensuring an adequate level of security and compliance for the continuously changing SAP infrastructure
system landscape is of utmost importance. Achieving compliance to legal and regulatory requirements is
one essential business driver. Beyond that, more and more organizations understand that providing an
adequate level of security is a key requirement for protecting the organization’s intellectual property and for
safeguarding essential business data, e.g. highly sensitive customer information.

Forward thinking organizations integrate strong security into all of their processes and systems which surely
is a unique selling proposition for security-savvy partners and customers. An adequate corporate security
strategy (typically defined in an appropriate policy framework) covers a wide range of aspects from Audit
and Fraud Management to IAM and Risk and Process Management.

A key element for all such initiatives is delivering Access Governance for SAP environments, i.e. the
management and control of authorizations, users, roles and profiles. This includes role modelling
capabilities and the design and implementation of life cycle and workflow processes, including request
approval and recertification. A typical next step is the control of business-oriented processes such as
applying SoD (Segregation of Duties) rules or maintaining compliance with the principle of least privilege
access. 

These aspects remain at the core of what solutions for managing access entitlements and risk in SAP
environments must deliver. However, the way this is done is changing. The application landscape is growing
beyond traditional SAP ERP systems. The delivery models for any type of solutions that customers expect
are changing, driven by “cloud first” strategies and the overall shift away from complex deployments. Thus,
simple and rapid deployment and flexible operating models such as as-a-service approaches become a
core requirement of customers.

That does not mean that support can be limited to the most modern releases of SAP software. Many
customers run mixed environments, where traditional SAP ERP still is used in some parts, while newer
versions become added to the environment.

Amongst the specific requirements for SAP business applications, there is an apparent shift from a technical
focus towards easy-to-use solutions targeted at the business teams. Such solutions must efficiently support
in managing the complexities of entitlements, roles, and SoD rules, as well as delivering rapid insight into
the current state e.g. via modern dashboards.

The market for GRC solutions, including the ones supporting the management of access controls, for SAP
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environments is constantly evolving. SAP itself, beyond its SAP Access Control offering, now delivers cloud-
based solutions, where the SAP Cloud Identity Service supports Identity Lifecycle Management, while SAP
Identity Access Governance (SAP Cloud IAG), which is in scope of this document, focuses on the Access
Governance capabilities.
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2 Product Description

SAP Identity Access Governance (IAG) is a service that, at first glance, overlaps with the well-established

SAP Access Control offering. While being able to closely integrate with SAP Access Control and thus

extend the reach of that offering towards new business applications, SAP Cloud IAG also can be deployed

as a stand-alone solution targeting primarily modern, cloud-based or on-premise business applications.

However, when looking at the key capabilities such as

Access Analysis

Role Design

Identity Lifecycle Management, including Access Request

Access Certification

Privileged Access

Both solutions cover similar use cases and provide overlapping capabilities. Thus, it widely depends on the
current landscape of business applications whether SAP Cloud IAG, SAP Access Control, or both offerings
are required. Also influencing this journey is SAP’s desire to continue to support customers who are using
SAP Access Control extensively while building out their landscapes to include other LoB cloud applications
such as SAP Ariba and SAP SuccessFactors. SAP Cloud Identity Access Governance, integration edition is
available for such scenarios. SAP is well able to support all pure legacy, hybrid, and cloud-only
infrastructures of business applications, where SAP Cloud IAG always comes into play when SaaS services
are in use.

Access Analysis is one of the key capabilities of SAP Cloud IAG. This is about analyzing access, managing
controls, and refining user access. At the core of Access Analysis are SoD (Segregation of Duties)
management and the management of critical access. SAP Cloud IAG fully supports this, including risk-
scoring. It comes with predefined, configurable access policies and rules and what SAP calls a “workbench”
for refining built-in and current access. Controls can be continuously monitored and tested, and audit
reporting is supported as well.

SoD management starts from a business function and business process perspective, identifying and
managing risks per business process and across functions. It comes with pre-defined risk definitions for a
range of business applications such as SAP Ariba, SAP SuccessFactors, SAP Fieldglass, and SAP
S/4HANA Cloud. The heterogeneity of such applications is managed by mapping to a consistent models of
business functions, business processes, risks, and technical functions in the supported systems.

Other features in this area include dashboards e.g. for risk scoring and risk trending, support for optimizing
access entitlements per user and role, and integrated mitigating controls for SoD violations and critical
entitlement access.
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Role Design is another key capability of SAP Cloud IAG. It supports the definition and optimization of roles.
In this area, both bottom-up and top-down design through role mining, machine learning and subsequent
optimization are supported. Business roles can be matched to the organizational structure for ensuring that
roles and organization match. Furthermore, there is support for features such as “what if” simulations for
role changes and automated risk analysis for ensuring that business roles are free of SoD conflicts.

The third set of capabilities that SAP Cloud IAG provides is centered around managing access requests.
Key features here are workflows for access requests and approvals, policy-based assignments, and the
underlying processes. SAP Cloud IAG provides support for self-service access requests, including various
features for reducing the complexity for finding the right roles. This is achieved by built-in guides, filters, and
search capabilities.

Built-in workflow support the routing of access requests to defined approvers, but also deliver insight – via
the logs – to auditors on when and how access was requested, granted, changed, or removed. Processes
also support automated actions based on service level agreements. Last not least, provisioning of users and
access to a range of target systems is supported.

As a regulatory compliance requirement, Access Certification or Access Review is commonly required. This
is another feature set of SAP Cloud IAG, allowing to review access entitlements, role assignments, risks,
plus defined mitigating controls and their status. In this area, SAP Cloud IAG follows the established
approaches for access review, based on campaigns and defined sets of reviews. Support for advanced
capabilities such as focusing on manual assignments only or risk-based reviews limiting the workload for
reviewers are still lacking.

Last but not least, SAP Cloud IAG also supports Privileged Access Management (PAM) capabilities, as SAP
Access Control does. As with SAP Access Control, SAP Cloud IAG is not a full-featured PAM solution
supporting also capabilities such as Privileged Session Management with live monitoring of sessions and
session recording, but focuses on aspects such as super-user access, firefighter access, log consolidation,
and log assessment and review. Features include the definition and administration of privileged user
accounts and temporary elevation of access.

SAP Cloud IAG provides connectivity to a range of target systems, including

SaaS services provided by SAP, including SuccessFactors, Ariba, Fieldglass, Analytics Cloud,

Marketing Cloud, and others

IAM services provided by SAP, including SAP Identity Authentication

Infrastructure services provided by SAP, including S/4HANA Cloud, Cloud Platform, and Cloud

Foundry

SAP S/4HANA on-premise and SAP ABAP on-premise

Microsoft Azure

LDAP directories

This allows for governance across a hybrid landscape. Notably, some of these targets such as Microsoft
Azure (Active Directory) are supported for provisioning only, but don’t come with a full integration e.g. into
Access Analysis. Not surprising, currently there is – aside of the Microsoft and LDAP support – no support
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for non-SAP business applications. This gap might be filled by SAP partners, but also might become a
limitation for customers that are shifting workloads from on-premises SAP ERP to non-SAP SaaS services.
SAP, however, does have plans to provide standard interfaces for supporting third-party business
applications.

Also, for traditional on-premises SAP business applications, SAP Access Control is providing the full set of
capabilities, while integrating with SAP Cloud IAG. For many SAP customers, SAP Cloud IAG thus
complements SAP Access Control and might, with businesses gradually shifting their business workloads to
the cloud, become the primary solution. However, as noted before, depending on the landscape of business
applications, SAP delivers full support for all scenarios from pure on-premises infrastructures to cloud-only
deployments.
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3 Strengths and Challenges

SAP Cloud IAG is a well-thought-out, modern, and feature-rich solution for managing access entitlements,

SoD controls, privileged access and more across a range of SaaS services, but also various solutions

running on-premise. It comes as a full SaaS service and provides a modern user experience, including

dashboarding and other state-of-the-art capabilities.

Depending on the business application landscape of customers, integration to SAP Access Control might be
required, which is pre-configured and straightforward, given that a sufficiently current release of SAP Access
Control is in use. 

For SAP customers, SAP Cloud IAG is a logical choice for extending the reach of SAP Access Control to a
set of new systems, or for those newly embarking on managing access for SAP S/4HANA and cloud
applications. It comes with tight integration and an improved user experience. We recommend customers
evaluating SAP Cloud IAG as part of their GRC strategies for business applications in light of their strategy
for migrating business workloads to the cloud.
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Strengths

Full multi-tenant SaaS service, operated by SAP

Integrates neatly with other SAP GRC and IAM solutions, including SAP Cloud Identity Management

and SAP Access Control

Rich feature set, covering all areas that are also supported by SAP Access Control

Modern user interface with dashboarding, guides, and other relevant capabilities

Provisioning to a range of services in hybrid environments, including Microsoft Azure Active Directory

and LDAP servers

Comes with pre-configured policies and rules for access management

Focused on business users and their perspective on business functions and processes

Challenges

Currently limited support for non-SAP SaaS-based business applications

Access review capabilities are focused on user access recertification campaigns, yet could extend to

other areas such as risk and controls

Will require SAP Access Control for maintaining more highly-configured workflows, customization, etc.
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4 Related Research

Leadership Brief: SAP Security Priorities – 72017
Leadership Compass: Access Control Tools for SAP environments - 80104 
Market Compass: IT GRC Tools – 71165
Executive View: SAP Customer Data Cloud – 79001
Executive View: SAP HANA Platform Security – 70272
Executive View: SAP Fraud Management - 71182
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KuppingerCole Analysts support IT professionals with outstanding expertise in defining IT strategies and

in relevant decision-making processes. As a leading analyst ompany, KuppingerCole provides first-hand

vendor-neutral information. Our services allow you to feel comfortable and secure in taking decisions

essential to your business. 

KuppingerCole, founded back in 2004, is a global, independent analyst organization headquartered in

Europe. We specialize in providing vendor-neutral advice, expertise, thought leadership, and practical

relevance in Cybersecurity, Digital Identity & IAM (Identity and Access Management), Cloud Risk and

Security, and Artificial Intelligence, as well as for all technologies fostering Digital Transformation. We

support companies, corporate users, integrators and software manufacturers in meeting both tactical and

strategic challenges and make better decisions for the success of their business. Maintaining a balance

between immediate implementation and long-term viability is at the heart of our philosophy.

For further information, please contact clients@kuppingercole.com.
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